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Welcome to the Algerian Parliamentary 
Delegation 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I have your 
attention? We have a delegation just sitting 
there. I want to introduce them and also to 
welcome them. 

I have an announcement to make. We have 
with us this morning Members of the Algerian 
Parliamentary Delegation which is on a visit 
to India from the 4th to llth May, 1983, under 
the distinguished leadership of Hon'ble Mr. A. 
Belaya, M.P., Member of the Central 
Committee and Vice-President of the Popular 
National Assembly of the Democratic and 
Popular Republic of Algeria. The other 
Members of the delegation are: 

1. Mr. Boukhaten Meziane, M. P. 
2. Mr. Gana Said, M.P, 
3. Mr.   Boucherit   Abdelkader,   M.P. 
4. Mr. Malki Ounes, M.P. 

The Members of the delegation are now 
seated in the Special Box. 

On behalf of the Members of the House and 
on my own behalf, I take pleasure in 
extending a very hearty welcome to the 
Leader and other Members Of the Delegation 
and wish our distinguished guests a very 
enjoyable and fruitful stay in our country. We 
hope that by the time they leave us they shall 
have seen and learnt more about our country 
and our people. Through them, we convey our 
greetings and best wishes to the Popular 
National Assembly and the friendly people of 
the Democratic and Popular Republic of 
Algeria. 

-ORAL  ANSWERS  TO  QUESTIONS— 
(conta.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us now continue 
with the question. 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN REDDY: 

 

 
of the Atomic Energy Commission has also 
inspected the area near the Head Regulator. 
All the particulars required" by the Com-
mittee were funished by the Government of 
Andhra Pradesh. . . . 

SHRI A. G. KULKARNI: Had he gone 
there for a picnic? 

SHRIMATI MARGARET ALVA" 
What is that report he is reading? 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN REDDY: 
The points put forth by the Government of 
Andhra Pradesh in favour of the selection of 
Nagarjunasagar site for establishment of the 
Atomic Power Station are given beiow . . . 

MR.   CHAIRMAN:    What   are   you 
reading from? 

SHRI A. G. KULKARNI: From   the 
newspaper. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:   Mr. Reddy, wha 
are you reading from? 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN REDDY I am 
reading something on the repot of  inspection  
conducted by the Corr mittee.  The inspection 
was conducte by Dr. Sethana also.   Is it a fact   
th; the Commission has inspected the N 
garjunasagar site; whether   is it a fa that Dr. 
Sethana has also inspected ti site?   If so,   
what are their recomme dations?    If they do 
not want to di close      all    the   
recommendations, would like to know 
whether   that gi has been considered by the   
Comm i     sion for setting up the atomic    
pow plant?    This is my    question and t 
Minister is evading an answer. 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V.    PATIL:    The are   
certain   rules    which are   to followed in 
this House for referring certain documents. 
The hon. Membei '    referring to a 
document   and he   s; 




